West of the
Prefecture

Hakone Town
Tourist Attraction No.

2454

Kanagawa sightseeing charm cration conference

＜Amusement・Landscape＞
The new ninja story of Hakone

NINJABUS

Explanation of
Tourist Attraction

NINJABUS is a newly released amphibious bus operating around Lake Ashi. You will get a
panoramic view of the natural landscape of Hakone from the middle of Lake Ashi, not
just from the ground. Be guided around the attractions of Hakone by the lady ninja
guide. This location can be accessed from two bus stops, Hakone-En and Moto-Haokone.
If you ride from Moto-Haokone, you will also have the option to get off at Hakone-En.

selling point

Enter the lake with a splash directly from the road. You can really feel the lake's
breeze, and enjoy the rich mountain scenery of Hakone.

Address
Opening Hours
Availability of Parking
URL

Recommended Season

Hakoneen: 139 Motohakone Hakonemachi Ashigarasimo-gun Kanagawa-ken
Motohakone: 36 Motohakone Hakonemachi Ashigarasimo-gun Kanagawa-ken
Hakone-en: Departs at 9:00 / 9:55 / 10:55 / 11:55 / 12:50 Moto-Hakone: Departs at 14:50 / 15:45 /＊16:40
(The NINJABUS stops running on the last day of September and does not begin operation again until the last day of February.)
Hakone-en: Use paid parking

https://www.izu-hakone.com/en/ninjabus/

All year

Access

Individual

Group/Individual Mark
Target Regions

Moto-Hakone: Use nearby paid parking

Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

From bus stop 5 of Odawara Station on JR
Tokaido Line take a Izuhakone Bus bound for
Motohakone (U Route) for about 38 minutes.
Get off at the Motohakone bus stop.

Specific Model Route Details
Individual
JR Tokaido Line [Odawara Station] ===Route
bus (38 mins.)===[Motohakone]…(a short
walk)…NINJA BUS (60 mins.)…Walk(5 mins.)…
Hakone Jinja-Shrine (120 mins.)…(5 mins.)…
[Motohakone]===Route bus (14 mins.)===
[Yunessun mae]===Route bus (26 mins.)===
[Koziri]…(10 mins.)…Hakone Mountain
Ripper (180 mins.)…Walk(10mins.)…
[Koziri]===Route bus (57 mins.)=== JR Tokaido
Line [Odawara Station]
Start

Shin-Matsuda Station

Goal

Kaisei Station

Time Required

8 hours

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Hakone-jinja Shrine
Hakone-jinja Shrine is revered as a
special place to pray in the Kanto
region. Since the holy priest
Shosen was enshrined as the
object of worship in Komagatake,
Hakone during the reign of
Emperor Kosho about 2,400 years
ago, it has long been the most
sacred site for mountain worship
in the Kanto area.

Hakone-en Aquarium
Hakone-en Aquarium is the
highest salt water aquarium in
Japan, at 723 meters above
sea level. It has 3 sections, salt
water, fresh water, and “Baikal
Seal Square”. It's the only place
in Japan with a Baikai Seal
show. Enjoy the cute waddle
and lovable faces of the seals
up close.
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